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Spelling list
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claimed shriek beaver
slain relief boar
strain seized spreading
Wednesday grieve retreat
complaining yield goalie
mailed sieve death
hailed retrieve pleated
regaining deceit gloated
painter cockatiels measure
restrained deceived eaves
complaint receipt bloated
delayed briefly deadly
sailor yielding foe
grained perceived pied
decayed wielded leopard

toughen reign stereo fighting creek
sleigh their pillow likely freely
enough dual rhino height creak
fraught praise Mexico delightful seemed
weight cents flowing Denverite feeling
although claws banjo slightly meeting
brought rain tow nightmare beach
height they're bolero despite foresee
wrought duel pimento foresight beech
cough prays concerto plight agreed
neighbor(our) sense bow spiteful peach
dough clause piccolo tightly needle
though rein mow nightingale steeple
reigned there typo mite pleated
trough preys torpedo lightning deeply
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The Babysitters o-u and o-w ow and exceptions a-w and a-u ur and ir
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applause joust disallowed dawdle burden
lawyer flounce southwestern sauna surely
stalling powerful meow trawler birch
paunch outboard mouthpiece haughtily birthday
pawn cowslip outburst lawsuit curtain
authorize cowrie (cowry) powder causeway churn
inaugurate soundtrack jowl yawn encircle
tawdry drown ounce pause purple
mauling doubtful cowl drawl durable
pausing prowl outcast sawhorse burglar
taut abound pronoun gawky Thursday
malt gout bowing jawbone admiral
sausage lounge clownish drawer furry
prawn crowned coward hauling hired
Pawnee bowerbird brownic haunted jury

dame preys symphony arouse idle
tame core phonetic course bundle
batch knew pharmacy badge eagle
which patience physics freeze terrible
weather aisle sulfur (sulphur) sneeze muzzle
whether ascent phantom borne rumble
attach praise pheasant miracle bugle
has corps hyphen reverse gobble
herself new telephonic dense beetle
pause patients geography seize nibble
seizure isle phonograph breeze cuddle
facial assent graphic cheese kindle
pleasure piece nymph tease turtle
partial prays metaphysics license hobble
measure peace hydrophobia axe muddle

Voiced /Whispered Consonants
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Sounds of Y The Magic E The Decorative E American-Canadian oo and ui

The Tricky E's ew oi and oy qu and gu oo

hyphen decorate nerve neighbor moonlight
vacancy eve solve theater recruit
mystery revise survive analyze roost
yearly antelope pursue shoveled bruising
nylon produce argue signaled loophole
syllable lyre revalue dialog hoodlums
yogurt sedate groove favorite woo
hydrant extreme eave fibers balloons
carefully surprise mauve savior ooze
mystic sloped tissue canceled crooned
yeast presume flue sulfur sluice
typewriter pyre cue distill suitable
hyena ignite conservative maneuverable moose
gradually renegade heave skillful bootleg
system induce preserve transferred afternoon

debatable renew joint guess footage
subduing true pointless intrigue crooked
manageable ooze employ rogue together
vengeful blew voiced guarding booked
changeable blue loyal guarantee hooking
rescuing sluice royalty quantity cookbook
rebuking recruit recoil guidance rookie
arguable stew poise guardian cooking
chargeable balloon boyhood quench dollars
amusement bruising employer quotation booklet
deleted menu coined liquidate wooden
revengeful knew exploit quest hammock
receivable brewed enjoyable quota woolen
gyrating suitable soiled quaint rookery
presumable strew foiled quill kook
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Consonant Blends Plurals The Poker E Six Consonants Rock I Six Consonants Rock II

Rhino Words The Three Shuns Homophones III Talkative Vowels Jail Words

smack wieners cringe effectual enable
sneeze receipts general effusive enchained
gloated witches gypsum elaborate enclosure
dwelling groceries circular elegy encounter
treasure coaches cycle elasticized encroach
grieve knives gingerly encourage elderly
squeal foes circumstance electrocute endanger
sloped batches gyrate elegant endurance
slender theories gigantic explore elementary
freely rosebushes circus elevation establish
plumb turkeys insurance elevator estate
sprawl boundaries recieve escort eliminate
prolong wharves gimmick embargo expand
browse bunches genuine embassy exchange
claws dairies geese embarrass exalted

ghastly stationery affect geology great
shipwreck confession overdue iodine friends
knives reflection effect violin world
batch sectional led piano worry
bristlebird decision overdo tuition gizzard
guardian emotional lead realize something
rhinoceros traditional lead radiate wonder
wrist musicians plumb reinvest cuckoo
knowledge instructional links science weird
glisten optional lynx meander menu
halve politician peace realization steak
talkative population piece diagram country
rhubarb imitation plum stadium many
thumb commission principle rearn you
gnome situation principal coliseum boycott


